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I used my google for quite a few days last year while I was in Disney World on a work trip. I was amazed by the high tech things that the google could do. The home screen was powerful. If there is an extra button that adds mini icons to the home screen, I can make a job or a trip easier. I have been looking for a program that I can use to open xml files. They
are like books. I find pdf readers, and ebook readers, but there is no good xml reader. I found a program called xmle, but it is available for only windows and I don't have windows. Can I use it with another program, like Google Earth? My Google Home can do almost anything. But it is missing a few things. For instance, I still have not figured out the way to tag
my videos on YouTube. Is there any program or anyone who can figure out a way to make that happen? Pete was asking if there are any UFOs in the area(boston area) and I told him i was pretty sure that there were some last year( august i think) but now i can`t find them I have been google earthing everywhere I can think of.Is there any place where I can
look for UFOs in boston? There was a UFO every night last year and the mothers day 2015 and i told my friends about it. One of my friends googled it and he saw over 1700 appearances.These are not a bunch of idiot watching them and we did not have any of the same sightings. We were a merry band of the five hundred and one and our sightings spanned

the following nights. 1/30/15 1/31/15 2/1/15 2/2/15. 2/3/15 2/4/15 2/5/15 2/6/15 2/7/15. These were all all over the world. The average distance we were apart was 1,860 miles It was spanned over three and a half years and it was the closest group of people on earth.Because of what we saw we knew it was a place of the essences. This group of us are
posting this to introduce ourselves to the world
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You do not understand the point of Donald Trump. He is not a liberal. He is not a conservative. You call him a traitor and you know nothing about him. If you did your research you would find out that he is a hard working man. He cares about all
Americans. You do not give us a chance to listen to the man who won. You did the worst job of any mainstream broadcast outlet.You just parrot the liberal talking points. Some people have not realized that they are watching a propaganda tool.

This is how the liberal scum operate. You have to name your station because this site reports on it. Where does Bill O care? He's retired. Show me where he has defended Trump. Show me. You have never done that. Now he wants in on the game.
You have absolutely nothing original to say. The liberals invented this game. You are in the game. You are in the tank for the Democrat. This is your job. You are propaganda pawns of the liberal scum and you are just as bad as any liberal. You

support the left. You support the communist scum. You have not done anything substantial to stand up for the things that we, the people, care about. You are the scum of the earth. You hate us. You hate us and we hate you. You have been lied to
your entire life. You know nothing about Donald Trump. You just parrot what you have been told and you hate us. All we care about is standing up for the American people and your left wing scum are traitors who have not been convicted of
anything. They are traitors just like you. You love us and we love you. Thank you. I have loved you since I first saw you and the thought that our station is in youre control is the very thought that this site has always tried to warn you about.
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